
Professor Amy Glaser 

Critical Thinking 113 

 Amy secured a mini-grant in order to take her students 
to a slaughterhouse in Siler City, NC, in order to bring 
to life connections between meat that students 
consume and animals that are brought to meat-
processing plants. 

 Together they also shared a meal and viewed the film 
Food, Inc., which explores the modern food industry 
and prompts thinking about our food choices in 
practice.  

Dr. Betty Morgan 

GST 274

 Betty secured a WT mini-grant to take her GST students 
on a visit to relevant historical sites.

 Partnering her Elon students with Croatian students, this 
experience encouraged a valuable cross-cultural 
exchange. 

Professor Claude Lumpkin 

BUS 369 – Field Experience in Business 

 Claude brought a guest speaker, Deborah Friedman, 
from the Center for Creative Leadership to his Business 
course.  

 WT mini-grant covered the speaker’s expenses and 
allowed for students to connect with her valuable 
knowledge related to leadership in business.  

Dr. Derek Lackaff 

COM 570 – Interactive Project for the Common Good 

 Derek secured his WT mini-grant in order to provide 
food for his students during evening discussion sessions. 

Dr. Earl Danieley 

GST 234 

 Students prepared and presented reports of Elon 
University’s eight presidents at two evening events. 

 Shared with a public audience, these reports were 
followed by a lively discussion and hot chocolate. 

Professor Jane Wellford 

DAN 341 - Dance in Worship 

 This class invited local members of the clergy, with 3 
clergy serving on each of 3 panels, for coffee, cookies 
and sharing of sacred or liturgical dances of prayer. 

 The sacred dance demonstrations served as discussion 
points between the students and clergy members.  

 Additional events related to dance in worship included 
visiting local  houses of worship, student-led break-out 
sessions. 

Professor Janna Anderson  
GST 307 – The Future Now 

 Janna’s winter term course included evening movies and 
book discussions.  

 Students presented books and films of their choosing for 
viewing followed by discussion and refreshments at Irazu 
or another relaxed location outside of the classroom.  

Professor Jason Aryeh 

Dance 322  

 Jason arranged for his students to have refreshments as 
they held extra rehearsals for a new dance technique 
called Afro-Infusion. 

 The Fused Moves Concert demonstrating this technique 
is May 3-5, 2012. 

Professor Lisa Rosenberg 

MTH 208 – Mathematics for Elementary and  

Middle Grades      

 Lisa received her first winter term mini-grant in 2012.  
She arranged for her class to apply mathematical 
concepts to pottery design during an evening activity. 
Lisa led her first curriculum infusion module this spring in 
Math 112. She had students pose questions regarding  
alcohol use. Students then collected samples at Elon and 
used inferential statistics for hypothesis testing. 

Professor Lucinda Austin 

COM 362 

 Lucinda held evening focus groups as a part of her Winter 
term course. 

 She received a grant for refreshments for her students 
and other focus group participants. 

Professor Mark Cryan 

SEM 161 - Managing a Professional Sports Franchise 

 Mark took his students to a Carolina Hurricanes hockey 
game. 

 WT mini grant funds allowed for students and professor 
to experience first-hand a sports franchise event and 
connect the experience to course content. 

 

 
  

 

Professor Juan Obando 

ART 272 - Art and Politics 

 Juan secured WT mini-grant funds to facilitate the 
development of a large scale art project for his Art and 
Politics course. 



 

Dr. Maureen Vandermaas-Peeler 

GST 335 - Family Stories 

 Maureen used the funds for a shared meal that was 
culturally distinctive and connected to her Winter Term 
GST course on “Family Stories.” 

 For example, students explore the theme of the 
importance of food and shared time with family for 
family stories and human development in cultural 
context. Students read books such as “Pomegranate 
Soup” and “Home run:  My journey back to Korean 

food,” by Roy Ahn. They then go out for a meal related 
to the cultures described in the books for further 
discussions. 

Professor Mark Prokosch 

PSY 370 - Evolutionary Psychology 

 In order to facilitate learning and discussion about the 
human body and evolution, Mark took several of his 
students to the Bodies Revealed exhibit at the Natural 
Science Center in Greensboro. 

 Additionally, building upon material discussed during the 
regular class sessions, Mark hosted informal evening 
sessions at Irazu coffee shop, during which he explored 
topics from the course in more detail.  

 

   

 

Dr. Olivia Choplin 
FRE 371 – French Theater in Production 

 Olivia arranged for her students to have food provided 
to cover extra rehearsal time in the evenings 

 Students needed extra rehearsal time in the evenings for 
a play production.  

Professor Paula Patch 

ENG 274 - Writing about Taboo Language

 Paula took students in her Writing About Taboo 
Language course to The Idiot Box in Greensboro.  

 This event provided students with the opportunity to 
view two live comedy shows: one family friendly, and 
one more adult humor, in order to compare the uses 
and purposes of taboo language.  

Professor Phil Miller  
HSS 381 – Practicum 

 Phil brought his Human Services Students to an Art 
studio in downtown Burlington to participate in and 
learn about Art Therapy as a mental health intervention. 

 This art therapy session helped create community 
among students who were otherwise at their practicum 
sites, and also increased their comfort level with this 
valuable mental health modality. 

Dean Rex Waters 

GST 200 

 Rex took his GST students on a field trip to an indoor 
climbing facility.  

 The WT mini-grant covered the costs of admission to the 
climbing facility as well as food.  

Dr. Samuele Pardini 
 Hosted guest speaker, UNC-G Professor and 

documentary film-maker Anthony Fragola to show an 
anti-Mafia documentary.  

 Students were able to increase their understanding of 
the Mafia and the anti-Mafia movement.  

Professor Sang Nam 
COM 570 - Interactive Project for the Public Good 

 Sang Nam held a one-day workshop for students in the 
iMedia Graduate program prior to their departure to 
Costa Rica for an intensive on-site production.  

 Sang Nam also hosted a social after students returned 
from Costa Rica, during which he interviewed and 
discussed with students their own personal growth 
related to the fly-in experience. 

Dr. Shawn Tucker 
GST 347 – Aspects of Laughter  

 Shawn took his students to dinner and a comedy show at 
Charlie Goodnights in Raleigh, NC.  

 This field trip gave students the opportunity to explore 
laughter outside of the classroom, as well as give them 
experience hearing live comedy and seeing themselves 
and others laugh.  

Professor Spoma Jovanovic 
PHL 115 – Practical Ethics 

 Centering around the themes of “less is more”, “slow is 
beautiful” and “conversation & conviviality” as ethical 
cornerstones of a good life, Spoma took students on field 
trips in the community.   

 Students visited the Greensboro Farmer’s Market, rode a 
city bus in Greensboro, visited a locally owned coffee/tea 
shop, and attended a Lunch and Learn at a Day Shelter 
for the Homeless. 

Dr. Timothy Wardle 

REL 273 – Jerusalem: One City, Three Faiths 

 Tim took students to the Duke University immersive 
Virtual Environment, a six-sided virtual reality theater, to 
allow them to explore the Dome of the Rock, and 
Solomon’s Temple.  

 Visiting this theater afforded students the opportunity to 
experience, through virtual reality, what it might feel 
like to enter two of the holiest sites (past and present) 
in Judaism and Islam.  

Dr. Tony Crider 

GST 365 – Technology and Society 

 Tony held “night labs” for students on the roof of the 
Koury Center, followed by coffee at Irazu.  

 As part of a role-playing game entitled “Trial of 
Galileo”, students participated in debate preparations 
related to Galileo’s research.  


